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2014-2015/SCTP/05 

 

Minutes of a meeting of the APC Subcommittee on Courses and Teaching Programs (SCTP) held Thursday, 

January 15, 2015 at 3:00 pm in Room 302 of the James Administration Building.  

 

PRESENT:   James Clark (Acting Chair), Julie Côté, Marie Dagenais, Amber Lannon, Fiona Lees, Laura Nilson, 

Carmen Sicilia, Cindy Smith (Secretary to SCTP)  

REGRETS:  Ollivier Dyens, Eva Graham, Louis Hermo 

GUEST:    Professor Michael Van Dussen, Faculty of Arts 

 

 

05.01 The Agenda was approved as circulated. 

 

05.02 The Minutes from the meeting held December 4, 2014 were approved as circulated.  

 

05.03 BUSINESS ARISING 

None. 

 

05.04 FACULTY OF SCIENCE – 14-SCTP-01-06 

Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences  

B.Sc.; Major in Geology (66 credits) 

Program revisions consisted of the following:  title, description, required courses deleted, required 

courses added, required-course credits decreased, complementary courses deleted, complementary 

courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary-course credits increased, 

and complementary courses note revised. 

SCTP requested: 

• confirmation for the number of credits to be chosen from the last group of complementary courses; 

• verification on whether the description wording has been intentionally revised concerning the revised  

 program meeting the academic requirements for the professional orders;  

• explanation concerning how students are informed whether this program meets the academic  

 requirements of the professional order within their province; 

• consider removing the breakdown of required courses by U2 and U3 years [which may be maintained 

for advising purposes within the Department] for the Undergraduate eCalendar listing to be consistent 

with the majority of program listings at the University, as the breakdown of courses by years is not the 

norm for the listing of a program; response from Department required; 

• correct title for EPSC 445 in the proposed column or revise PRN 9321 to revise the title to read 

 “Metamorphic Geology”; 

• indicate credit weight for complementary courses EPSC 350 and EPSC 435, and remove “(winter)”  

 following both listings. 

For expedited approval by the Acting Chair on behalf of SCTP. 

 

B.Sc.; Honours in Geology (75 credits) 

Program revisions consisted of the following:  title, description, required courses deleted, required 

courses added, required-course credits decreased, complementary courses deleted, complementary 

courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary-course credits increased, 

and complementary courses note revised. 

SCTP requested: 

• confirmation for the number of credits to be chosen from the last group of complementary courses; 

• verification on whether the description wording has been intentionally revised concerning the revised  

 program meeting the academic requirements for the professional orders;  

• explanation concerning how students will be informed whether this program meets the academic  

 requirements of the professional order within their province; 

• correct typo in the course title for EPSC 510 in both existing and proposed columns; 
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• consider removing the breakdown of required courses by U2 and U3 years [which may be maintained 

for advising purposes within the Department] for the Undergraduate eCalendar listing to be consistent 

with the majority of program listings at the University, as the breakdown of courses by years is not the 

norm for program listing; response from Department required; 

• correct title for EPSC 445 in the proposed column or revise PRN 9321 to revise the title to read 

 “Metamorphic Geology”; 

• indicate credit weight for complementary courses EPSC 350 and EPSC 435, and remove “(winter)”  

 following both listings. 

For expedited approval by the Acting Chair on behalf of SCTP. 

 

05.05  FACULTY OF ARTS – 14-SCTP-01-07 

Arts – Dean’s Office  

B.A.; Minor Concentration in Medieval Studies (18 cr.) 

Professor Van Dussen joined the meeting to briefly present and respond to questions concerning this 

new Minor Concentration.  This proposal is an interdisciplinary program that consolidates abundant 

course offerings in various departments relevant to the medieval millennium.  There has been much 

student interest in a minor concentration in this area of study.  In response to a query concerning 

whether a required course was considered, Professor Van Dussen replied that a required course was 

considered but it was deemed not imperative for a minor concentration.   

 

Secretary’s note:  Professor Van Dussen communicated to Ms. Smith following the meeting that the 

following stipulation will be added to the program requirements “no more than 6 credits may be taken 

below the 300 level". 

SCTP requested: 

• remove the following retired courses:  ENGL 340, ENGL 555, GERM 412; 

• correct the titles for these courses:  ENGL 349, ENGL 357, ENGL 358 ENGL 553, HIST 358,  

ITAL 465, HISP 225, FREN 455 [and indicate credit weight], FREN 456 [and indicate credit weight], 

RELG 322; 

• correct credit weight for ISLA 511D1 and add “/D2” or remove the course, as students cannot take 

 only half of a spanned course. 

New program approved with these corrections/changes; it will be reported to APC for final approval. 

 

05.06  OTHER BUSINESS 

     a) 2014-2015 ES Report 4 to SCTP December 4, 2014  

Ms. Lees noted that the majority of revisions requested by ES consisted of changes to effective dates, minor 

changes to descriptions or title abbreviations.  There was a query concerning the proposed “Online Course” 

schedule type for the new “Distance Education” courses proposed by the School of Continuing Studies and the 

request by ES for a new schedule type.  Ms. Lees indicated that there is discussion within ES concerning the 

creation of new schedule types for online offerings.  Professor Clark requested that the list of new schedule 

types be reported to APC for approval when it is available.  SCTP agreed that, for now, the “Distance 

Education” courses to be offered by the School of Continuing Studies should indicate “Lecture” as the schedule 

type.   

 

  Professor Nilson queried whether there was an automatic process that retires low-enrolment or obsolete 

programs.  Ms. Lees responded that ES does not request this of academic units as ES does annually for 

course retirements that have had zero enrolment in five academic years.  Ms. Smith added that units have 

been requested to address in a new program proposal’s rationale whether they have considered 

reviewing, revising, or retiring any of their existing low-enrolment/obsolete programs.  

 

The meeting ended at 4:10 pm. 


